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designed to strengthen Career and Mathematics Pathways to help students succeed in college and 

careers. E3 Alliance is driving research into action by partnering with local school districts and colleges 

that have made a commitment to address the region’s equity gap for minority and low-income students’ 

placement into Algebra I by 8th grade. Our research shows the importance of acceleration and taking 

advanced mathematics courses in high school for postsecondary degree completion, particularly so for 

credentials aligned with high-wage, high-skilled jobs in targeted industries. We utilize a K-16 approach to 

identify systemic challenges and to bring to scale promising practices and local policy changes to achieve 

our State’s vision for postsecondary attainment as laid out in the 60x30TX Strategic Plan for Higher 

Education. 
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the Steering Committee’s Goals, Vision For Success, commitment to accountability in What to Measure 

and the policy changes required to better serve students in their message How Do We Get There? 
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College Level Math in High School is Key to Degree Completion 

To drive systems change, we need to start with the end in mind. The vision articulated in Texas' 60x30TX 

Strategic Plan for Higher Education1 aims to assure economic prosperity for our students and our State 

with the target of 60% of young adults holding a postsecondary credential by 2030. 

Today, sixty percent of job openings in the Austin area require a bachelor's degree.2 And, at least some 

sort of postsecondary certificate or degree is practically required to earn a living wage. Yet yearly 

postsecondary completion rates in Central Texas would need to be doubled to meet the 60x30TX 

objective. 

To accomplish this goal, we have to do 

something radically different across the 

education pipeline.  Even as community 

leaders have been working together to 

increase college access and college 

completion for Central Texas, we have not 

been able to move the needle for degree 

completion. As we strive to double the rate 

of students earning a postsecondary 

credential, we understand that this will 

require P-16 systems change and alignment 

of cross-sector collaborative efforts. 

In 2013, the Texas Legislature passed House Bill 5, the Foundation High School Program, which was the 

most sweeping change in our state’s education policy in a generation. As part of this legislation, the 

number of math courses required to earn a high school diploma was reduced from four to three. 

Moreover, the state requires Algebra II only for students graduating with the Distinguished High School 

Diploma and for those pursuing an Endorsement in STEM. 

Much of the policy conversation in Texas has been about whether student should be required, and/or 

whether they had the foundation to be successful in Algebra II. Findings show that Algebra II alone is not 

a driver for success. Indeed, students must get beyond Algebra II, taking Pre-Calculus 3and College Level 

math (Advanced Placement, International Baccalaureate, or Dual Credit) to have a fighting chance at 

college success. 

                                                            
1 Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board. Texas Higher Education Strategic Plan: 2015-2013. Find Plan and Progress 

Reports Here: http://www.thecb.state.tx.us/index.cfm?objectid=5033056A-A8AF-0900-DE0514355F026A7F  
2 Greater Austin Chamber of Commerce. Analysis of job openings using Indeed job platform. 
3 Analysis conducted on data from years before other courses were offered with Algebra II as prerequisite.  

Mathematics Pathway Research Findings  

For Texas & Central Texas 

 

 

exas & Central Texas 

http://www.thecb.state.tx.us/index.cfm?objectid=5033056A-A8AF-0900-DE0514355F026A7F
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Moreover, in prior research 

conducted at E3 Alliance, Wiseman, 

Bailie and Gourgey (2015) found 

that when accounting for 

demographics and prior 

achievement, the more rigorous 

level of math course a student 

achieved in high school, the more 

likely the student would enroll, 

persist and complete a post-

secondary credential.   

With the understanding that a 

student’s likelihood of completing a 

postsecondary credential goes up with each additional, more rigorous math course taken in high school, 

E3 Alliance has focused on systems change in math acceleration practices as a game-changer and 

economic imperative for our region. 

Our collaborative efforts have focused on improving math pathways in secondary years and accelerating 

all students who are ready as a necessary component towards increasing higher education completion 

rates so that more and more students will be able to reach a math course more rigorous than Algebra II 

before high school graduation.   

Middle School Success  

E3 Alliance conducted a statewide 

analysis of the 2012 5th Grade Cohort 

to better understand the mathematics 

pathway between the elementary 

years and throughout the middle 

school years.  

The rate of math acceleration in 

Central Texas exceeds that of the state 

(35% versus 27%, respectively), and is 

the State’s metro region with the 

highest rate of middle school 

acceleration. Unfortunately, our region 

also holds distinction for the largest 

equity gap for 8th grade enrollment.  
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In Central Texas, the enrollment gap 

between low-income and non-low 

income students in Algebra I in 8th 

grade has been constant over time. 

This data drives home the fact that 

the equity gap is not self-correcting. 

Only by intentional, strategic 

changes in practices and policies at 

the district and campus levels will 

we be able to move the needle 

across the region. 

Our current practices within the 

education system result in inequity – 

especially for our minority students. 

In Central Texas, and even more broadly across the state, Hispanic and Black students from non-low income 

families are guided into accelerated mathematics at rates much lower than their Asian and White non-low 

income peers. 

Nearly All 5th graders who 

were moved into 

accelerated mathematics 

pathways and took Algebra I 

in middle school successfully 

completed the course and 

passed the Texas STAAR End 

of Course assessment,4 

which suggests than many 

more students could be 

accelerated and be 

successful.  

To understand this further, 

we grouped students into 

quintiles based on their 

math achievement in 5th grade. We looked to see whether students who were most prepared in 5th grade 

were accelerated in mathematics in middle school.  We would expect to see high rates of acceleration for 

the top two quintiles of students who are well prepared to enter an acceleration program.  

Unfortunately, too few students from both groups have been guided into accelerated mathematics. 

Moreover, even among the most prepared students who were on track for college and career readiness in 

                                                            
4 Algebra I EOC STAAR is the only math assessment required under the High School Foundation Program. With House Bill 5, the 

State reduced the number of assessments required to earn a high school diploma. Previously, students also had to pass End-of-
Course assessments in Geometry, Algebra II. Students in the 2012 5th grade cohort who took Algebra 1 by 8th grade were held to the 
to the Phase 1 Standard, now called ‘Approaches Grade Level’; 98% of these students met the standard. 
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5th grade (Quintile 1), the 

equity gap by income is 

striking. These are our BEST 

prepared students – we 

would argue that close to 

100% of these students 

should be accelerated. 

E3 Alliance’s research makes 

the concrete connection 

between acceleration and 

having the opportunity to 

take College Level math. As 

many as two-thirds of 

students who are 

accelerated will ultimately 

reach College Level 

mathematics before they graduate from high school. Meanwhile, their peers taking “regular” math courses 

are much less likely to reach College Level mathematics (66% versus 8%).  

The implications of this 

finding are profound. We 

now know that 

acceleration is the “ticket” 

to reaching advanced 

mathematics in high 

school. The equity gap for 

low-income and minority 

students is far-reaching 

and requires  an 

intentional equity-based 

approach to acceleration - 

one which doesn't 

unintentionally further 

exacerbate the gaps in 

opportunity. 

Recommendations that have arisen from this research, and crafted by practitioners in the field, are listed 

on the following pages.  The recommendations provide strategies and metrics for moving more students 

from the top two quintiles (Top 40%) into accelerated pathways. Districts should move toward a 

comprehensive, PK-12, approach to systems alignment and should support campus leadership in 

implementing the the campus-based Recommendations for Building Strong Math Pathways. 
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The Goal 
Start in early grades (PK through 2nd grade) to 

implement strong mathematics teaching to 

equitably prepare as many students as possible 

to enter accelerated math pathway by 6th grade. 

 

Why it Matters 
Mathematics performance in early grades is a 

strong predictor of postsecondary readiness and 

success. 

Even our BEST performing Black, Hispanic, and 

low-income 5th graders are under-placed into 

accelerated math pathways. 

Students who do not take Algebra I by 8th grade 

are far less likely to enroll in high school – a 

strong predictor of college success. 

 

What to Measure 
 % of 3rd graders achieving Meets and Mastery 

level for mathematics on state assessment, 

by student group (income, ethnicity)  

 Identify students by quintile on state math 

assessment in 4th and/or 5th grade to inform 

student placement into accelerated math 

pathway 

 % of 5th graders placed into accelerated math 

in middle school, by student group (income, 

ethnicity)  

 Measures of academic growth in 

mathematics to assess gains for targeted 

populations in grades 3-5, including shrinking 

equity gaps 

 

 

 

 

Vision of Success 
 Steady and significant increases in students 

placement and prepared to thrive in 

accelerated math pathways 

 Students placed in accelerated math courses 

are representative of campus student 

demographics (income, ethnicity) 

 All students receive engaging and problem-

solving based instruction that promotes 

critical thinking 

 Culture of high expectations for all students 

 

How Do We Get There? 
 Engage families, explaining the benefit to 

students of enrolling in accelerated 

mathematics and how to support learning at 

home 

 Place every student in top 2 quintiles in 5th 

grade math performance into accelerated 

math pathway by 6th grade with option to 

“opt out” (Target is 40%) 

 Encourage and advise other students to “opt 

in” as appropriate based on holistic measures 

 Develop new support structures for those 

who “opt in” who may have gaps in content 

knowledge or need other supports 

 Recruit highly qualified teachers and build 

content knowledge and pedagogy in 

mathematics across all levels of math classes 

so that all students’ opportunities to engage 

in quality mathematics is maximized 

 Professional learning communities should 

utilize a data-driven (qualitative and 

quantitative) and student-centered approach 

for improving practice 

 Ensure adequate time for math instruction 

with at least 90 minutes per day. 

 Utilize vertical professional learning 

communities (PK through grade 5) so that 

teachers can share strong instructional 

practices in mathematics and identify and 

align critical content areas at each grade level

Recommendations For Elementary Schools 

For Building Strong Math Pathways 
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The Goal 
Eliminate existing equity gaps in middle school 

math acceleration while ensuring strong math 

pathways for all through high school and 

beyond.   

                                                                                                                                                  

Why it Matters 
The 8th grade equity gap across Texas is wide – 

fewer than half as many low-income enroll in 

Algebra I by the end of 8th grade, compared to 

their non-low-income peers (18% versus 40%) 

There has been no change in the income or 

ethnicity gap for students taking Algebra I by 8th 

grade over the past 5 years - only with 

intentional focus and strategies will we address 

this gap. 

 

Students who do not take Algebra I by 8th grade 

are far less likely to enroll in College Level math 

in high school – a strong predictor of college 

success. 

 

What to Measure 
 % of 8th graders enrolled in Algebra I or 

higher, by student group (income, ethnicity)  

 % of 8th graders achieving Meets and 

Masters standard on the Algebra I End of 

Course assessment, by student group 

(income & ethnicity) 

 Measures of academic growth in 

mathematics show positive gains for 

targeted populations in grades 6-8, leading 

to a decline in equity gaps 

 

 

 
 

 

Vision of Success 
 Students enrolled in Algebra I by 8th grade 

are representative of campus student 

demographics (income, ethnicity) 

 Equitable distribution of low-income and 

minority students represented in 

accelerated math pathways, without 

enrollment caps limiting opportunities  

 All students receive engaging and problem-

solving based instruction that promotes 

critical thinking 

 Culture of high expectations for all students 

 

How Do We Get There? 
 Coordinate with elementary school faculty 

to advise families on the benefits of 

acceleration and advanced mathematics 

 Ensure placement of every 5th grade 

student in top 2 quintiles on state math 

assessment into accelerated math pathway 

in 6th grade with option to “opt out” (Target 

is 40%) 

 Create multiple entry points to accelerated 

math coursework beyond 6th grade, 

including open enrollment policy 

 Annual review of district and campus data 

to identify students with potential to 

accelerate 

 8th grade Personal Graduation Plan advising 

should promote 4 years of high school math 

in high school, with students taking the 

most advanced math, as appropriate 

 Craft professional development to build 

expertise in scaffolding and differentiation 

for all students, including those enrolled in 

accelerated math pathways 

 Professional learning communities should 

focus on building deeper understanding of 

math pedagogy 

 Professional learning communities should 

utilize a data-driven and student-centered 

approach for improving practice 

Recommendations For Middle Schools 

For Building Strong Math Pathways 
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The Goal
For every student to graduate college and 

career ready in mathematics and on track for 

earning a postsecondary credential. 

 

                   

Why it Matters 
Students who do not take Algebra I by 8th grade 

are far less likely to enroll in college level math 

in high school – a strong predictor of college 

success. 

Only 1 in 5 students who pass Algebra II (now 

optional for most Texas students) will obtain 

any type of college credential (vocational, 

associates, or bachelor’s) within 6 years. 

Students who take any college level math 

before high school graduation are 3 times more 

likely to earn a college credential than students 

whose highest math course is Algebra II. 

 

What to Measure 
 % of 9th graders achieving Meet and 

Masters standard on the Algebra I End of 

Course assessment, by student group 

(income & ethnicity)  

 Measures of academic growth in 

mathematics show positive gains for 

targeted populations in Algebra I, leading to 

a decline in equity gaps 

 % of students (overall, and by student 

group) taking math in Algebra II 

 % of students (overall, and by student 

group) taking math BEYOND Algebra II 

 % of students college ready in math as 

indicated by meeting TSI 
 

Data from UT Austin Education Research Center; the conclusions 

of this research do not necessarily reflect the opinions or official 

position of the Texas Education Agency, the Texas Higher 

Education Coordinating Board, or the State of Texas. 

 
 

Vision of Success 
 Students take math each year of high school 

 Steady and significant increases in students 

taking advanced mathematics, including 

college level math (Advanced Placement, 

International Baccalaureate, or dual credit) 

 Equitable distribution of low-income and 

minority students represented in advanced 

mathematics 

 Culture of high expectations for all students  
 

How Do We Get There? 
 Advocate for a systemic approach and 

planning across grade levels to encourage 

and support more students to take 

advanced mathematics, including counselor 

training 

 Message clearly to students, families and 

staff, that Algebra II or equally rigorous 

equivalents, plus more advanced math, is 

critical for postsecondary completion 

 Advise all students to take 4 years math in 

high school, taking the most advanced math 

possible and aligning course selections with 

career aspirations 

 Implement district-wide policy for “open” 

enrollment in advanced mathematics 

 Invest in, and enact policies, that build 

content expertise and pedagogy in high 

quality math instruction 

 Develop a campus-based plan for students 

who are not college ready by 12th grade

Recommendations for High Schools 

For Building Strong Math Pathways 

 

Recommendations For High Schools 

For Building Strong Math Pathways 
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Dashboard to Determine Equitable Acceleration Practices by 8th Grade 

 Student 
Enrollment 
in 8th grade 

# Students 
Enrolled in 

Algebra 1 in 
8th Grade 

# Students 
Enrolled in 

Math 
Beyond 

Algebra I in 
8th Grade 

 

Total # of 
Students 

Accelerated 
in 8th Grade 

Algebra I + 
Beyond 

% of 
Students 

Accelerated 
in 8th Grade 

Total 
Students 

Accelerated 
÷ Enrollment 

Variation 
from Target 

40% 

Accelerated 
– 40% 

% of 
Students 

Accelerated 
Reaching 

Mastery on 
Algebra I 

EOC 

Campus 1        

    Asian        

    Black        

    Hispanic        

    White        

    Low Income        

    Non-Low Income        

    Female        

    Male        

Campus 2        

    Asian        

    Black        

    Hispanic        

    White        

    Low Income        

    Non-Low Income        

    Female        

    Male        

Campus 3        

    Asian        

    Black        

    Hispanic        

    White        

    Low Income        

    Non-Low Income        

    Female        

    Male        

Data Dashboard: 

Tool to Support District & Campus Equity Dialog Data Dashboard: Tool to Support District and 
Campus Equity Dialog 
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Cohorts and Definitions 
 

2006 9th grade cohort: students who were first time 9th graders in Texas public school in 2005-2006 who 

were enrolled in high school all 4 years 

 Highest Math in High School – most rigorous math in high school where both semesters passed 

 Graduate high school in time – graduate within 4 years 

 Enroll in Higher Ed in Texas – enroll in higher education in Texas within the first two semesters 

after on time high school graduation 

 Persist into 2nd year – students enrolled in Higher Ed in Texas who persist into the fall semester 

of the second year after on time high school graduation 

 Complete Higher Ed in 6 years– students who complete any higher education credential, 

certificate, associates or bachelor’s degree at any time within 6 years of graduating high school 

 Major in STEM or Health Science –  

o Health Science major – the family of majors defined as health sciences 

o STEM major - the exact set of majors from the Department of Homeland Security 

Immigrations and Customs Enforcement at 

https://www.ice.gov/sites/default/files/documents/Document/2014/stem-list.pdf 

2012 5th grade cohort: 5th graders enrolled in Texas public schools in 2011-2012 through 2014-2015 (i.e., 

5th through 8th grade) who had STAAR Math score in 5th grade  

 Enrolled in Algebra 1 by 8th grade - during middle school the student 

o Sat through at least one semester of Algebra 1 

o Or took high school math course beyond Algebra 1 

o Or took Algebra 1 End of Course exam 

 Quintile 1 – students who scored at the College and Career Ready (Advanced) Standard on 5th 

grade STAAR Math (top 18%) 

 Quintile 2 – students whose scale score was within 100 points of Advanced Standard on 5th 

grade STAAR Math (percentile rank of 18-39%) 

 

2013 9th grade cohort: first time 9th graders in Central Texas public schools in 2012-2013 who were 

enrolled in high school all four years and enrolled in a math course during 2013-2014 (typically 10th 

grade) 

 Timing of when Algebra 1 taken 

o Behind – student found in Algebra 1 in any semester of 2013-2014 

o On Track – student found in math course with Algebra 1 as a prerequisite in 2013-2014 

o Accelerated – student found in math course with Algebra 1 as a prerequisite in 2012-

2013 (9th grade) and a different math course with Algebra 1 as a prerequisite in 2013-

2014

 

Appendix 


